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Inspector               Daniel Smith
Blocher José M. Gonzalez-Izquierdo
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Forensic Doctor       Joshua Chappell
Frl. Doktor von Zahnd  Claire Davis
Nurse Boll            Natalie Green
Nurse Monika          Emma Olsson
Nurse Irene           Savannah Rhodes
Newton                Erik Poulsen
Möbius               Lance Osborn
Einstein             Thomas Glasebrook
Frau Rose             Sarah Legan
Herr Rose             Emily Rothbauer
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Candais Wright
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Candais Wright
Savannah Rhodes
Daniel Smith
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Sarah Legan
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Makeup
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SYNOPSIS

Act 1
A murder is investigated at Frl. Doktor's sanatorium. The Inspector demands to see the culprit and meets two patients who believe themselves to be famous physicists. Frl. Doktor informs Nurse Boll that men will replace her female nurses. The Rose family arrives to visit Möbius, a long-time patient. Nurse Monika confesses her love to him afterward, with shocking consequences.

Act 2
The sanatorium hosts yet another crime scene investigation. The Inspector returns in time to meet the newly hired male nurses. Characters both mad and sane are revealed to have ulterior motives and conspiracy plots.